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Abstract

The paper describes Takahashi controller with an adaptive system identification in a fast response application and describes hardware design with an 8-bit microcontroller. Takahashi controller is modified PSD controller and due to simple calculation of controller's parameters it can be implemented into the 8-bit microcontroller. The microcontroller was selected from Freescale semiconductor, specifically MC9S08DZ60 which has maximum allowed frequency 40MHz. The identification is based on the least squared recursive method in the beginning of the control process and during the operation at the moment when user changes systems parameters. These are given by the application of the fast response temperature control of soldering tips which are changeable during soldering process. In the first part of the paper the controller is described and in the second part practical aspects of hardware design, such as low power consumption, method how to measure temperature by thermocouple which shares wires with heater and design of AD converter are described.
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1. Introduction

PID controllers are used in industry in almost whole sectors [1]. They are known with all their advantages and disadvantages, and also they are used for their favourable price and their easy setting. However, the controllers are not often set properly at ideal value. Nowadays, they can be replaced by their own modifications or by controllers based on algebraic methods. This state is given by a boom of 32-bit cheap microcontrollers.

The PID controllers are effective and have fast response time, but they do not provide enough control quality functions [3, 3]. They are usually modified [3-5, 7] to improve a stability, the response time without overshoots and for other improvements. Modifications can include filtering of derivative part output, limit the control signal and reduce wind-up effect or add automatic self-tuning functions. These changes usually increase the control quality [1, 7], prevent the instabilities or reduce unexpected output values in cases if step-regulation is needed. An example can be in chemical processes (the temperature does not have overshoots) or fast temperature control of soldering tips when the sensitive parts are soldered. This case is commonly necessary when the high-power tips are used for parts assembly on multilayer printed circuit boards with a high thermal capacity. The fast controller response is necessary because the tips can be very fast overheated and in this case the solder degrades faster than normally and flux can be burned.

The main purpose of this paper is firstly inform about the recursive identification together with Takahashi controller and secondly introduce the design of the controller circuit and its verification at normal conditions when the tips are actively used.

2. Fast response system

The fast response system is a solder tip which has a built-in heater and a measuring thermocouple. It provides fast response when solder tip is used and almost perfect temperature measurement (it depends on geometry and mass of the tip) [8]. The built-in heater has resistivity 3Ω approximately, so it provides up to 192W thermal energy. If this energy is applied without cooling (by soldering process), the heater overheats tip in a few seconds, burns soldering flux and damage the electric structure (the interrupts itself) and irreversibly oxides the active part of the tip. The tests during the controller modifications proved the temperature can exceed 1000°C. The value was estimated from the red color of the overheated tip.

Due to the not provided information about the thermocouple parameters, an identification of thermocouple had to be performed. The data were measured by measuring voltage during reheating of the tip by 5% of power. The tip was encased by a solder alloy Sn95.5Ag3.8Cu0.7 in the first case and by a Sn60Pb40 in the second case. The results are plotted at Fig. 1.

At time approximately 45s, a pause in the temperature increase can be seen, because there the alloys melted and the heat was consumed for this process. As the result the thermocouple was identified as type E by comparison the tabular voltages of producers.

3. Adaptive identification

During the solder process of wide range of components (SMT, THT), the tip is usually replaced by another type appropriate for the soldered part and soldered layout (wide spread Cu areas, tiny terminals). Due to this situation, the adaptive identification was implemented. The algorithm uses the recursive least-square method which does not require inadequate amount of memory space and calculation steps, because it works with two last steps of the controller output and the measured temperature [6, 7-13]. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the tips are simple and can be described by the first-order system

\[
G(z) = \frac{b_1 z^{-1}}{1 + a_1 z^{-1}}
\]
An implicit identification method is described by next equation

\[ \hat{\Theta} = (F^T F)^{-1} F^T y \]  

This equation can be rewritten for k-1 measurements into form

\[ \hat{\Theta}(k-1) = (F_{k-1}^T F_{k-1})^{-1} F_{k-1}^T y(k-1) \]  

where:

\[ y^T(k-1) = [y(1) \quad y(2) \quad ... \quad y(k-1)] \]

is a vector of output variables in the interval (1, k-1), and

\[ \hat{\Theta}(k-1) = [\hat{\theta}_1(k-1) \quad \hat{\theta}_2(k-1) \quad ... \quad \hat{\theta}_r(k-1)] \]

is vector of optimal estimates of parameter values of transfer function. A matrix

\[
F_{k-1} = \begin{bmatrix}
    f_1(1) & f_2(1) & ... & f_r(1) \\
    f_1(2) & f_2(2) & ... & f_r(2) \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    f_1(k-1) & f_2(k-1) & ... & f_r(k-1)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is modified matrix F for (k-1) measurements. If k-measurement is done and

\[ y(k) = \begin{bmatrix}
    y(k-1) \\
    y(k)
\end{bmatrix} \]

is described, the matrix (8)

\[ F_k = \begin{bmatrix}
    F_{k-1} \\
    \Phi^T(k)
\end{bmatrix} \]

can be written, where

\[ \Phi^T(k) = [f_1(k) \quad f_2(k) \quad ... \quad f_r(k)] \]

The vector (10) can be written for k-measured variable

\[ y(k) = \Theta^T(k) + e(k) \]

where \( \Theta^T \) is defined as:

\[ \Theta^T(k) = [\theta_1 \quad \theta_2 \quad ... \quad \theta_r] \]

A covariance matrix \( C(k) \) can be defined as

\[ C(k) = [F_{k-1}^T F_{k-1} + \Phi(k) \Phi^T(k)]^{-1} \]

And it can be written as

\[ C(k) = [C^{-1}(k-1) + \Phi(k) \Phi^T(k)]^{-1} \]
A general recursive algorithm can be written as

$$\hat{\Theta}(k) = \hat{\Theta}(k-1) + K(k)[y(k) - \hat{\Theta}^T(k-1)\Phi(k)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $K(k)$ is a time-varying vector of gain and can be written as

$$K(k) = \frac{C(k-1)\Phi(k)}{1 + \Phi^T(k)C(k-1)\Phi(k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The recursive equation for the covariance matrix is

$$C(k) = C(k-1) - C(k-1)\Phi(k)\Phi^T(k)C(k-1)$$

$$\text{with} \quad 1 + \Phi^T(k)C(k-1)\Phi(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

The vector of parameters $\Theta(k)$ and vector of measurement data $\Phi^T(k)$ can be written for the second-order transfer function as:

$$\Theta(k) = [a_1, b_1]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$$\Phi^T(k) = [-y(k-1), u(k-1)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

4. Takahashi controller

The modified PID controller was used for system control. This controller, known as the Takahashi controller [9, 13], calculates the output by the next equation

$$u(k) = K_p \left[ e(k) - e(k-1) + \frac{T_0}{T_i} e(k) + \frac{T_D}{T_0} \left[ 2y(k-1) - y(k) - y(k-2) \right] \right] + u(k-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

This controller type eliminates unsuitable aggressive output changes, because the derivative part is modified and does not directly include $e(k)$. As the derivative part is modified, the proportional and integral part of the controller were changed and the final output value can be described by equation

$$u(k) = K_p \left[ -y(k) + y(k-1) + \frac{T_0}{T_i} [w(k) - y(k)] + \frac{T_D}{T_0} \left[ 2y(k-1) - y(k) - y(k-2) \right] \right] + u(k-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The equation (20) is used in the microcontroller and its parameters are calculated equations (21 - 23).

$$K_p = 0.6K_{PK} \left( 1 - \frac{T_0}{T_K} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

$$T_i = \frac{K_p T_k}{1.2K_{PK}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

$$T_D = \frac{3K_p T_k}{40K_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Where $T_0$ is the sampling period of the controller and identification part, $T_K$ is the critical period, and $K_{PK}$ is the critical gain. The $T_K$ and the $K_{PK}$ directly depend on the identified system and they are calculated by

$$K_{PK}(T_0) = \frac{1-a_1}{b_1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

$$T_K(T_0) = 2T_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

5. Controller hardware

The controller was implemented into an 8-bit microcontroller MCS08DZ60 by Freescale semiconductor. This microcontroller has sufficient power, because the core can run at 40MHz [14]. It has 4kb RAM, 60kb flash memory and
2kb EEPROM. In the EEPROM are stored constants of controllers and last two steps of the identification process (automatically saved at switch off time) and user settings (temperatures, sleep and hibernation time and power on hours).

![Fig. 2. Top and bottom side of the controller](image)

The measurement of the low signal of thermocouple is ensured by instrumentation amplifier AD8231 with digitally setting of gain in steps 1-24-8-16-32-64-128 [15]. The amplified voltage is filtered by two stage low-pass filters. The first at 757Hz is connected before the instrumentation amplifier and the second filter, type Sallen-key at 144Hz, is inserted at the input of AD converter. The AD converter is fast SAR, 16-bit AD7682 [16], which can work with internal reference 2.5V, 5V or external reference. With 250ksp and 38.17µV resolution it is appropriate, because the system sample 16 time during the short period when the power supply sine crosses the zero value. The average value is used by the controller. That method was chosen to eliminate inaccurate measurement, because the heater shares wires with the thermocouples and the current through wires and connectors causes the increased voltage which is measured and it out of amplifier range.

The electrical connection of input circuits is shown at the fig. 3. It includes noise suppression circuits, filters and AD converter for two systems of tips (two tips or one tweezer can be used). The power supply filtration capacitors for ADC and amplifiers are not shown.

![Fig. 3. Analog part for two inputs](image)
6. Design verification

The controlled board with Takahashi PID controller and adaptive identification were tested and verified on soldering tips at changing conditions (ambient temperature, cooling by air flow, up to 5 type of tips, different electronic parts and printed circuit board layouts).

As the first step, tip responses were measured and the preliminary system identification was proceeded. As the second step the controller were verified during the automatic identification which used the parameters get at the first point as a starting values for identification.

The controller verification was performed with period $T_0=100\text{ms}$, and the PWM period was selected a $T_{\text{PWM}}=20\text{ms}$ (period of power supply line). The shortest impulse value was set to 10µs.

At fig. 4 the responses for $u=5\%$ and $u=10\%$ are plotted. The first-order system were calculated by numerical method and result are written below. Equation (26) correspond to $u=5\%$ and equation (27) to $u=10\%$.

\[
G(s) = \frac{221.3}{30.3s + 1} \tag{26}
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{370.6}{22.6s + 1} \tag{27}
\]

The verification of the controller is shown at Fig. 5. Two step changes are measured with different start conditions. The first step simulated the previous sleep function when 100°C of tip was set. The second step simulated start of soldering tip from temperature about 30°C. As can be seen, the overshoots did not occurred, although the set temperature were achieve almost immediately. The falling temperature between two steps at graph is part when the tip were cooled at room temperature.

Due to the small noise in measured value, the controller output had small rapid changes. This problem is probably caused by insufficient filtering of noisy signal and can be removed by improved filtration for example by recalculated low-pass filter or added numerical filter.

Fig. 4. the identification at $u=5\%$ and $u=10\%$

Fig. 5. Controller verification
7. Conclusion

The article describes the application of adaptive identification and Takahashi controller in process of fast temperature control. The application was designed for 8-bit microcontroller MC9S08DZ60. The circuit was designed universally for almost types of thermocouples which are built-in tip heaters. It is provided by instrumentation amplifier and also without special monolithic integrated circuit which are predestined for specific type.

The design of Takahashi controller, recursive identification and electronic circuits were verified and as can be seen, it is usable for common applications after minor changes in filtration. The overshoots are minimal without effect on solder, because the temperature is measured directly inside the heater. During the soldering process were not observed the problems with overheating or low temperature except the tiniest tip together soldered large area of copper layer.
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